
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

English – Spring 2 Year 4 

 

 Vocabulary, Punctuation and Grammar: 

Make interesting and varied language choices (including 

Orange ambitious vocabulary) 

Use fronted adverbials for when/where 

Use commas after fronted adverbials. 

Use expanded noun phrases with modifying adjectives and 

prepositional phrases. 

Use all direct speech punctuation correctly 

Use Standard English past tense verbs correctly 

Use a range of conjunctions to set up relationships or contrasts 

Use plural and possessive –s correctly 

Hook for Learning:  

Read the story of Oliver Twist and 

watch film clips.   

 

  

Word reading: (Guided reading records) 

Explain the meaning of words in context. 

 

Infer meanings and begin to justify them with 

evidence from the text. 

 
 

 

  

  
 
Comprehension: 

Understand and explain that narrative books are 

structured in different ways.  

Orally re-tell a familiar story. 

Discuss and record words and phrases that writers 

use to engage and impact on the reader. 

Find the meaning of new words in a dictionary using 

the first three letters of the word. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Transcription/spelling/handwriting 

Increase the legibility, consistency and quality of their handwriting: 

- Down strokes of letters are parallel and equidistant  

- Lines of writing are spaced sufficiently so that the ascenders and descenders of letters 

do not touch 

- Spell further homophones correctly 

 

Composition 

Organise writing in paragraphs with 

clear themes. 

Add detail to my ideas 

Use exciting openings to capture 

the reader’s attention 

Use dramatic endings in stories 

 

 

Spoken language: 

Sequence, develop ideas in an organised, logical way in a 

complete sentences as required. 

Vary the amount of detail dependent on the purpose and 

audience. 

Orally re-tell a familiar story. 

Ask questions to clarify or develop understanding. 

Discuss books, poems and other works that are read aloud and 

independently, taking turns and listening to others’ opinions. 

Retrieve and record information from non-fiction. 

 

 

 

 

 

Talk pathways……. 

Narrative talk 

Explanation talk 

Persuasive talk 

         

  

Genres and Texts 

Narrative, dialogue, monologue, poem, explanation, 

persuasion 

Non-negotiables: 

Spell further homophones correctly 

Use fronted adverbials for when/where followed by a 

comma 

Use expanded noun phrases with prepositions 

 

 

 
  

Reading: 

Attempt pronunciation of unfamiliar words drawing 

on prior knowledge of similar looking words. 

Apply knowledge of root words, prefixes and suffixes. 

 



 

 English –Weekly 

 

Week 5: Create a mind map around the story Leather Shoe Charlie. Write a story board from Charlie’s point of view . 

Write a retell of Leather Shoe Charlie in role as Charlie showing the contrast between life in the country and the city. 

 

Grammar focus: Expanded noun phrases 

 

 

Grammar focus: recap all 

 

 
 

Week 1: Create a monologue from the film clip ‘Taking Flight’ (Literacy Shed) 

Correct direct speech punctuation, vocabulary focus: ambitious verbs and adverbs (specific and detailed to add pace) 

Shades of meaning e.g. fall, float, cascade, tumble, plummet, plunge. Flow of sentences from action to reaction to action. 

 

Grammar focus: word classes and speech punctuation 

 

 
 

Grammar skills 

Recap word classes 

Expanded noun phrases 

Fri: Spelling 

 

Grammar skills  

Homophones to/two/too 

Fri: Spelling 

 

Grammar skills 

Standard English forms for verb inflections instead 

of local spoken forms (eg. we were, we was) 

Fri: Spelling 

 

Grammar skills 

Fronted adverbial Contractions Appropriate  

choice of pronoun or noun across sentences  

Apostrophes to mark singular and plural possession  

Fri: Spelling 

 

Grammar skills 

Fronted adverbials 

Develop setting, atmosphere and character 

including through dialogue 

Fri: Spelling 

 

Grammar skills 

Expanded noun phrases. Fronted adverbials to add 

pace. Exclamation marks and question marks. 

Apostrophes for contractions, Commas after 

fronted adverbials 

 

Week 2: World Book Day – The Barnabus Project 

Write a ‘Perfect Pet’ explanation text. Generate adjectives to describe, use technical language, organise facts into paragraphs, use carefully 

chosen adjectives, use vocabulary to persuade. 

Write a positive ‘What if’ poem seeing the possibilities of the world ahead. 

 

Grammar focus: carefully chosen adjectives for non-fiction text 

 

 
 

Week 3: World Book Day – The Barnabus Project 

Create a persuasive speech bubble. Consider which words touch our hearts e.g. reasons why you deserve to live, exaggerated language, 

challenge, reinforce purpose. 

Create a new ending for the book – write a postcard from Barnabus with a photo of his new-found freedom. Describe his freedom and what he 

spends his days doing. 

Grammar focus: start sentences in different ways, include a range of adverbials 

 

Grammar focus:  

 

 
 

Week 4: Oliver Twist: Cohesion across and within paragraphs. Adverbials of time and place. 

Create a storyboard of Oliver Twist’s life in the workhouse and explore word meanings. 

Write dialogue between the Artful Dodger and Oliver Twist. Compose dialogue to give clues about how a character is feeling. 

 

Grammar focus: Use all direct speech punctuation correctly. 

 

 
 

Week 6: Leather Shoe Charlie 

Complete retell of Leather Shoe Charlie. Proofread and edit. Yellow editing strip. 

 

Grammar focus: fronted adverbials for when/where, conjunctions 

 

 


